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Looking for more suggestions?

MHL subscribes to two databases that will
give book suggestions based on other books

you've enjoyed.

Check them out at:
http://www.mhl.org/databases

Also, fill out our reading suggestions survey
and a teen librarian will email you

personalized book recommendations:

https://mhl.org/teenbookrecs

Goldie Vance : theGoldie Vance : the
hocus-pocus hoaxhocus-pocus hoax
by Lilliam Rivera
Tween Rivera
Complemented by 16 full-color
comic pages, a sequel to The
Hotel Whodunit finds Goldie
teaming Derek up with an

overeager part-time magician and detective to
uncover a saboteur who is targeting a magical arts
convention being hosted at the Crossed Palms
hotel.

Missing Clarissa : aMissing Clarissa : a
novelnovel
by Ripley Jones
20 years after the mysterious
disappearance of a popular
cheerleader, Oreville high school
juniors and best friends Blair and
Cameron start a true crime

podcast to finally discover the truth.

ColdCold
by Mariko Tamaki
After being murdered, Todd
Mayer, now some sort of ghost,
replays the events that led to his
death, while Georgia, who didn’t
know Todd but feels a strange
connection, sets out to expose a

killer in their quiet town.

Firekeeper'sFirekeeper's
DaughterDaughter
by Angeline Boulley
Treated like an outsider in both
her hometown and on the Ojibwe
reservation, a half-Native
American science geek and star
hockey player places her dreams

on hold in the wake of tragedy.
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SpinSpin
by L. R. Giles
When the murder of a popular
young DJ, Paris Secord, upends
the local music scene, her
shunned pre-fame best friend,
Kya, and her chief groupie, Fuse,
are forced to set aside their
differences during a crusade for

justice on social media and the streets.

The MontagueThe Montague
Twins: The Witch'sTwins: The Witch's
HandHand
by Nathan Page
TEEN GRAPHIC PAGE
A first entry in a planned
graphic-novel duology finds
mystery-solving twins Pete and

Alastair investigating the disappearance of three
teen witches before uncovering dangerous secrets
about their parents, guardian and community.

I hope you'reI hope you're
listeninglistening
by Tom Ryan
Seventeen-year-old Dee secretly
hosts a popular true-crime
podcast but when a missing
child seems linked to the
disappearance of her best friend

ten years ago, she considers revealing her identity
to uncover the truth.

Nine liarsNine liars
by Maureen Johnson
While studying abroad, intrepid
sleuth Stevie Bell is introduced
to an unsolved double-murder
cold case involving nine friends
from Cambridge University and
soon discovers the killer hasn't
finished what was started back

in 1995.

Promise boysPromise boys
by Nick Brooks
Becoming prime suspects in the
murder of their principal known
for doling out extreme discipline,
three Urban Promise Prep
School students team up to
catch the real killer and clear
their names.

The red palaceThe red palace
by June Hur
In 1758 Joseon (Korea), 18-year-
old palace nurse Hyeon works
closely with a young police
inspector to uncover the truth
surrounding the murder of
eight palace nurses when all
the evidence points to the
Crown Prince himself.

Ace of spadesAce of spades
by Faridah Àbíké-Íyímídé
A contemporary thriller by a
debut author follows two
Niveus Private Academy
students who, selected to be
part of the elite school’s senior
class prefects, are pitted
against an anonymous bully
who reveals all of their secrets.

The Headmaster'sThe Headmaster's
ListList
by Melissa De la Cruz
Unable to remember anything
about the car crash that killed a
fellow elite prep school student,
18-year-old Spencer Sandoval
goes to dangerous lengths to
uncover the truth about what

really happened.

The Windeby puzzle :The Windeby puzzle :
history and storyhistory and story
by Lois Lowry
Transporting readers to an Iron
Age world, this suspenseful dual
narrative follows Estrild, a
female warrior, and Varick, who
helps her train in spite of his
twisted back, as they fight to

survive in a place where differences are not
tolerated.

Family of liarsFamily of liars
by E. Lockhart
This prequel to We Were Liars
takes readers back to the story
of another summer, another
generation, where a fiery,
addicted heiress and an
irresistible, unpredictable boy
are plunged into a world of

unforgivable betrayal, secrets and mistakes.

Queen of the tilesQueen of the tiles
by Hanna Alkaf
When her late best friend’s
formerly inactive Instagram
starts posting again during the
Scrabble competition, with
cryptic messages suggesting that
her death was no accident,
Najwa Bakri, surrounded by

suspects, must find out who’s behind these
mysterious posts.

The projectThe project
by Courtney Summers
Moving in with an elderly relative
after the deaths of her parents,
Lo becomes suspicious of a
charity organization that she
believes is hiding the activities of
a cult that may be behind her
sister’s estrangement and a

young man’s death.
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